P R O F E S S I O N A L S E R V I C E S D ATA S H E E T

Quick Start, Advanced, and
Custom Enterprise Onboarding
Experience success right from the start with BlazeMeter through an onboarding session.
Take advantage of our Quick Start Onboarding to learn the essentials of how to use BlazeMeter — or dive
deeper with our Advanced Onboarding where we’ll develop and review a performance test script for
you in JMeter or Taurus. And for large enterprises with specialized requirements, we’ve got you covered
through our Custom Enterprise Onboarding option, where we’ll structure your onboarding to meet the
exact needs of your teams and users.

Key Benefits
• Gets your team up to speed quickly so you’re

Quick Start Onboarding
Learn the key features and capabilities of BlazeMeter

taking full advantage of the many features and

through core training and implementation designed to

capabilities available to you with BlazeMeter.

get you up and running quickly.

• Delivers expert deployment assistance, with
key recommendations and implementation to

WHO BENEFITS MOST?

optimize and integrate BlazeMeter testing into

Quick Start onboarding is a 12-hour session tailored

your CI/CD pipeline.

for a team that needs an overview and introductory

• Provides you with answers straight from the pros
on typical setup questions, best performance test
practices and more (with a path to more in-depth
services if needed).

session to get jump-started — with basic implementation
components covering up to three private locations, as
well as automating one existing BlazeMeter test in your
CI/CD pipeline.

• Accelerates your return on investment in
BlazeMeter by ensuring your success from day one.
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TRAINING
You will learn how to:

For troubleshooting or additional set-up, our
professional services team has expertise and can
be engaged for personalized assistance.

• Record scripts using BlazeMeter Chrome Extension/
Proxy Recorder and how to make simple edits to do
those scripts.
º

Advanced Onboarding
Dive deeper through our Advanced Onboarding,

How to extract and use dynamic content (like

where we’ll tackle more in-depth training topics and

handling authorization).

implementation tasks to supercharge your success
with BlazeMeter.

• Add test data to scripts.
º

For JMeter, using CSV Dataset Config.

º

For Selenium, using Taurus data sources.

• Configure and run your tests in BlazeMeter
Performance and GUI Functional.
• Enhance test data in scripts with BlazeMeter
Test Data.
• Create and run Mock Services to test applications
and services early.
º

We provide an overview of transaction-based
mock services and creation, validation, and
updating of a sample service using specification
files, Request/Response pairs and HAR files.

IMPLEMENTATION
We will complete the following components:
• Implementation of one BlazeMeter test in your
automated pipeline, using one of BlazeMeter’s
CI tool plugins or BlazeMeter REST APIs.
º

WHO BENEFITS MOST?
This onboarding is designed for a team with specific
testing needs that wants the most in-depth knowledge
of their open source testing tools, including how to bring
those tools to the cloud most effectively. We allocate 60
total hours for both implementation and training, going
beyond the core topics and deliverables in our Quick
Start session — and culminating with the design and
creation of a new BlazeMeter test script scenario that’s
added to your automation pipeline.

TRAINING1
Users who complete training will have the knowledge
they need to navigate and use the BlazeMeter platform,
be able to write their own simple test cases in JMeter or
Taurus, and debug common issues with running scripts in
BlazeMeter Cloud or Private Locations. We’ll cover:
Performance topics:
• Scripting with JMeter and Taurus.
• BlazeMeter Cloud/Hybrid overview focused on test

If no automation tool is available for testers,

configuration, test data, single test vs. multi-test,

automation will be done with BlazeMeter’s

reading performance reports, and private locations.

Test Scheduler.
• Installation of up to three BlazeMeter Private
Locations to cover multiple functionalities.
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GUI Functional topics:
• Taurus scripting skills.
• BlazeMeter Cloud/Hybrid focused on scriptless
GUI functional testing, executing Taurus Selenium

• Installation of up to three BlazeMeter Private
Locations to cover multiple functionalities.
• Discuss security implications of BlazeMeter Private
Locations in your network.

scripts on BlazeMeter, and remote execution on

º

Image specifications and scanning workflows.

BlazeMeter with existing Selenium scripts.

º

Private Location architecture review.

Mock Services topics:
• Mock Services basic concepts.
• BlazeMeter Cloud/Hybrid focused on deployment
and consumption of mock services with an in-depth
review of best practices for Transaction Mocks,
Data-Driven Mocks, Mar Mocks (for teams who own
DevTest), and Integrations.
API Monitoring topics:

• Setup of SSO configuration to ease
user onboarding.

Custom Enterprise Onboarding
Work directly with our professional services team
to design a custom onboarding experience that’s
personalized with the topics and components you need
for your teams and users to be most successful with
BlazeMeter — ensuring rapid ROI.

• Overview and demo.

WHO BENEFITS MOST?

• In-depth review of BlazeMeter API Monitoring

Custom Enterprise Onboarding is perfect for larger

and Functional Testing, including API Monitoring
Notifications, integrations, API Monitoring Radar
Agent for non-public endpoints, and best practices
for organizing tests.

IMPLEMENTATION
We will complete the following components:
• Automation Implementation.
º

teams, or those with more specialized requirements.
We can tailor an onboarding package to your needs
with any elements from our Advanced Onboarding —
plus add in customized training, script and test resource
development, or implementation services that are most
relevant to you. We’re flexible and here to ensure your
complete success.

Scripting and review for one new scenario in

TRAINING

JMeter/Taurus (must test over HTTP/S protocol,

Customize your training with the following:

no more than 20 transactions).
º

teams and enterprises, enterprises with dispersed

Automation of the test script scenario in tool
of your choice, using one of BlazeMeter’s CI
tool plugins or BlazeMeter’s REST API (or a
combination of the two). If no automation tool
is available for testers, automation will be done

• Multiple sessions for different audiences, covering
any training topics in our Advanced Onboarding.
• BlazeMeter performance test training on specific
applications (mainframe testing, Citrix, Siebel,
HTTP correlation).

with BlazeMeter’s Test Scheduler.
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SCRIPTS AND TEST RESOURCE CREATION

Get Started Today

We provide design and build services for:

Use BlazeMeter with confidence right from the start!
Our professional services team is here to ensure a

• Performance and functional test script
development, ready for continuous testing,
plus knowledge transfer to ensure your teams
know how to run and maintain the tests.

successful onboarding and implementation experience
— getting you up and running quickly and optimally,
according to best practices.

• Mock Services, integrated with your automation
framework as applicable.

CO NTACT US

• API Monitoring, including how to organize your
tests using best practices for optimal reporting

info.blazemeter.com/professional-services-online-request

and access, and set up for all notifications and
integrations needed to ensure the right people
and systems know if there’s an error.
• Test Data, with data models to support test data
needs across performance testing, functional
testing, and mock services.

IMPLEMENTATION
We will work with you to define the type of installation
and implementation components needed, including:
• Any implementations from our
Advanced Onboarding.
• Custom integrations in your choice of
CI/CD/automation tool for the creation,
execution, or retrieval of reporting for
BlazeMeter tests and resources.

As a prerequisite to enhance your onboarding experience, we recommend users complete BlazeMeter University
training courses on topics relevant to focus areas for your organization. Example courses include:

1

•

JMeter Intro/Pro

•

Introduction to BlazeMeter Mock Services

•

Mastering BlazeMeter

•

Mastering BlazeMeter API Monitoring

•

The Complete Taurus Course

Sign in or register for free at blazemeter.com/university
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Onboarding Package Components

Quick Start
Onboarding

Advanced
Onboarding

Custom Enterprise
Onboarding

Training
Recording scripts using BlazeMeter
Chrome Extension/Proxy Recorder
Adding test data to scripts and enhancing
test data in scripts
Configuring and running tests in BlazeMeter
Performance and GUI Functional
Creating and running Mock Services
Scripting with JMeter and Taurus
BlazeMeter Cloud/Hybrid overview (test
configuration, test data, single test vs. multi-test,
reading performance reports, and private locations)
Taurus scripting skills; Scriptless GUI functional
testing, executing Taurus Selenium scripts on
BlazeMeter, and remote execution on BlazeMeter
with existing Selenium scripts
In-depth review of best practices for Transaction
Mocks, Data-Driven Mocks, Mar Mocks (for teams
who own DevTest), and Integrations
API Monitoring and Functional Testing:
Notifications, integrations, using BlazeMeter
API Monitoring, API Monitoring Radar Agent
for non-public endpoints, and best practices
for organizing tests
Multiple sessions for different teams
Performance testing on specific applications
(mainframe testing, Citrix, Siebel, HTTP correlation)
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Onboarding Package Components

Quick Start
Onboarding

Advanced
Onboarding

Custom Enterprise
Onboarding

Implementation
Add an existing test to your automation pipeline
using one of BlazeMeter’s CI tool plugins or
BlazeMeter REST APIs
Installation of up to three BlazeMeter Private
Locations to cover multiple functionalities

Discuss security implications of BlazeMeter
Private Locations in your network
Develop one new test script and add to your
automation pipeline using one of BlazeMeter’s
CI tool plugins or BlazeMeter REST APIs

Set up SSO configuration to ease user onboarding

Develop as many performance and functional test
scripts as required; educate your teams so they
know how to run and maintain the tests
Custom integrations in your choice of CI/CD/
automation tool for the creation, execution,
or retrieval of reporting for BlazeMeter tests
and resources
Design and build Mock Services,
API Monitoring, Test Data models
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